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Instructions to candidates 

a) This paper consists of TWO alternatives; A and B. 

b) Each alternative has two questions. Choose only ONE question from any ONE alternative. 

c) This question paper  will be given to you one hour before the start of the examination to enable 

you to make your choice from the alternatives. 

d) During this one hour ,you are allowed to make sketches on the A4 papers provided to help you 

decide on your choice , in the examination room. 

e) You are reminded that emphasis  should be laid on quality of imagination rather than literal 

interpretation of the theme. 

f) The use of rulers and other mechanical devices is forbidden in alternative A but is allowed in 

alternative B. 

g) Clearly write your name , index number, the alternative of the question chosen, signature  and 

date in the space provided. At the end of the examination, pass your work  to the supervisor 

without rolling or folding it. 
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Answer only one question from EITHER alternative A or B. 

                          ALTERNATIVE A; DRAWING OR PAINTING 

You are instructed that the use of rulers, tracing paper and other mechanical devices is forbidden in 

this alternative. 

EITHER 

 

1. In pencil ,charcoal ,biro or pen and ink ,depict a pictorial composition  based on the theme           

” Assisting victims of disaster” . The composition should be within 45cm by 35 cm. 

OR 

2 .In an area of 45 cm and 30 cm ,paint a scene from imagination based on the theme ‘activities 

by the riverside at noon.’ 

                                ALTERNATIVE B: GRAPHICS 

 You are instructed that the se of rulers and other mechanical devices as well as tracing paper is 

allowed. The colour of the working surface ( paper) will not be considered as one of the colours 

required in any question. 

EITHER 

3. An International Company called DRAXY dealing with fashion design requires a package for 

 their products. 

i. Design package for their accessories . 

ii. The design should be in three colours 

iii. The work should be within 20cm and 30 cm. 

OR 

        4.  WASANII Academy of Creative Technology is a new establishment institution 

 offering Computer    Graphics and Painting services. 

 Design a poster to advertise its January 2022 intake, it should include illustrations text 

 and be in three colours. 

 Your work should be within 30 cm by 45 cm.  

 

 


